The paper introduces a family of stationary random measures in R d generated by so-called germgrain models. The germ-grain model is de ned as the union of i.i.d. compact random sets (grains) shifted by points (germs) of a point process. This model gives rise to random measures de ned by the sum of contributions of non-overlapping parts of the individual grains. The corresponding moment measures are calculated and the ergodic theorem is presented. The main result of the paper is the central limit theorem for the introduced random measures, which is valid for rather general independently marked germ-grain models, including those with non-Poisson distribution of germs and non-convex grains. The technique is based on a central limit theorem for -mixing random elds. It is shown that this construction of random measures includes those random measures obtained by the so-called positive extensions of intrinsic volumes. In the Poisson case it is possible to prove a central limit theorem under weaker assumptions by using approximations by m-dependent random elds. Applications to statistics of the Boolean model are also discussed. They include a standard way to derive limit theorems for estimators of the model parameters.
Introduction
The ergodic theorem for spatial processes 19] establishes the existence of spatial averages when a sampling window expands unboundedly in all directions. In many applications such averages can be interpreted as intensities of some stationary random measures having random closed supports in R d . For example, a point process corresponds to the measure which counts the number of elements belonging to a discrete random set, a random closed set with non-empty interior gives rise to the random volume measure. Further examples are provided by geometric measures, e.g., surface and curvature measures of random sets. The relationships between intensities of such measures and parameters of the underlying random set or point process are the basis of the method of moments in statistics of stationary random sets 18, 26] .
A simple example states that, for any ergodic random closed set Z in R d , the volume fraction inside window W (the part of the window covered), converges almost surely to its expectation called the volume fraction of Z , while W is assumed to expand to the whole space in a \regular way" 4, p. 332]. The corresponding central limit theorem was established in 2, 15] . In fact, it is related to weak dependence properties of the corresponding indicator random eld (x) = 1 Z (x) with the subsequent applications of limit theorems for additive functionals of random elds.
Another example stems from the theory of point processes. If Z is a point process in R d , then the corresponding counting measure gives the number of points in a bounded window. Its spatial density (for ergodic point processes) is equal to the intensity of the point process. The central limit theorem for the number of points is true under some conditions of weak dependence within Z . The limiting variance is related to the secondorder characteristics of Z .
For more general functionals (which include, e.g., the boundary length or surface area) the convergence of spatial averages was considered in 19] and 27]. However, until now a general approach to derive limit theorems for such functionals seems to be unknown. It should be noted that these limit theorems are very important for the construction of con dence intervals for estimators in statistics of stationary random sets. Sometimes it is possible to derive the asymptotic normality of the spatial averages, but the computation of the variance are usually impossible. In turn, the latter is caused by the lack of secondorder integral-geometric formulae, see 25] .
The rst limit theorems for geometric functionals other than volume fractions were proved in 18] and 17] for the so-called Boolean model Z and functionals equal to the convexity number or the surface measure. In this paper we consider more general models of random sets and geometric functionals and prove the corresponding central limit theorem. Also, we do not need the boundedness of the grain assumed in 17] for the case of surface measures.
As known from probability theory, ergodicity and rst moment assumptions are not su cient to hold a central limit theorem. One has to impose further conditions on both the random sets and the corresponding random measures. In the present paper we are interested in a class of random measures associated with so-called independently marked germ-grain models. Nevertheless, we will show that this special class includes positive extensions of the intrinsic volumes, which are very important in statistics of random closed sets.
To begin with, we recall the de nition of germ-grain models and introduce a class of random measures associated with them (Section 3). The germ-grain model is composed from a sequence of independent identically distributed random sets (grains) shifted by the points (germs) of a point process. Germ-grain models with compact grains are widely used in stochastic geometry and generalize the well-known Boolean model which appears if the point process of germs is Poisson. Roughly speaking, the associated random measures are de ned through sums of contributions of those parts of individual grains which are exposed (not covered by all other grains). In the simplest case, this construction can be used to obtain the surface area of the germ-grain model. The associated random measures include, for instance, those Minkowski measures (or positive extensions of intrinsic volumes) de ned by Matheron 16, Section 4.7] .
Statistical properties of associated random measures are studied in Sections 4 and 5. In particular, higher-order mixed moment measures are given in Section 4 and the absolute regularity (or -mixing) is proved in Section 5. We show that the -mixing property of the germ process implies -mixing of the germ-grain model and the associated random measure provided the diameter of the typical grain has su ciently high moments. Section 6 establishes the central limit theorem for associated random measures. Section 7 deals with the Boolean model for which the central limit theorem holds under very mild (in fact, optimal) conditions.
Relationships between the introduced associated random measures and standard geometric functionals are studied in Section 8. Then the introduced associated random measures give, in particular, the so-called positive extensions of the intrinsic volumes, e.g., volume, surface area, integrals of absolute curvatures, convexity number etc. Mean value formulae for extended intrinsic volumes are very important in statistics of the Boolean model. Therefore, the generalized associated random measures give rise to new meanvalue formulae and also provide a uni ed approach to limit theorems for spatial averages. Such statistical applications and examples are considered in Section 9. Several possible generalizations are outlined in Section 10. 
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Germ-Grain Models and Associated Random Measures
Many random measures in stochastic geometry are related to some stationary random sets. Stationary random closed set Z is a random element in space F; f ] such that Z has the same distribution as Z + x for all x 2 R d . In case the point process of germs is Poisson, Z is said to be a Boolean model. This is the best studied and most applied model of a stationary random closed set, see 23] .
Germ-grain models give rise to several random measures, To avoid confusion, we put together our basic assumptions.
Basic assumptions: (i) m is a simple, stationary, independently marked point process with a nite positive intensity > 0 .
(ii) The 
4. Moment Measures of Below we will nd the moment measures of the random measure given by (3.7). The following lemma gives the rst moment measure. Thus, 
We proceed with the following general result, which gives higher-order mixed moment measures of . Exploiting the independence of marks associated with distinct atoms and the independence between the marks and the point process combined with a multiple use of Fubini's theorem we nd that yields (4.6). The liberal use of Fubini's theorem is justi ed because the right-hand side of (4.6) is bounded by 
Here P X Y (respectively P X and P Y ) denotes the restriction to the product -eld X Y (respectively X and Y) of the measure on induced by P and the diagonal mapping ! 7 ! (!; !) . The supremum in the second formula is taken over all pairs of nite partitions fA k g and fB l g of such that A k 2 X and B l 2 Y . Standard measure-theoretic arguments ensure that the supremum in (5.1) does not change its value when the A k 's and B l 's belong to semi-algebrasX andỸ generating X and Y respectively.
To be general enough, we consider the random measure The following lemma will serve as a cornerstone for the later proof of the asymptotic normality of (f; W) .
Lemma 5.1. For any two pairs of bounded Borel sets F; G andF ;G such that F F , G G andF \G = ; we have A
Analogously,
After some elementary manipulations we get
By the assumed conditional independence within the sequence of grains (for given = = P i: i 1 x i ) and the construction of the truncated random measures~ (f; F 0 ) , (f; G 0 ) , F 0 F , G 0 G , we can write
Together with the total probability rule
The double sum
The latter estimate combined with (5.6) completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. where P f j g is the conditional probability with respect to . 
In a similar way we treat probability (5.9) and get The In turn, this follows from (6.6), (6.7) and the fact that ( ) is a non-decreasing function.
If jX z j c , z 2 I n , for some constant c , we need the convergence of the series This results from (6.7) for = 1 and E kZ 0 k 2d < 1 , so that the proof of Theorem 6.2 is completed. 2
A Central Limit Theorem for Random Measures Generated by Boolean Models
From now on, let be a stationary Poisson process with intensity > 0 , i.e., the corresponding germ-grain model Z is a Boolean model 16, 23] . In this case, by Slivnyak's theorem, (7: 4) The following Theorem 7.1 restates the main result of the preceding section in case of a stationary Poisson process of germs under considerably relaxed conditions. In fact, these conditions are optimal because they are necessary to ensure the existence of the covariance matrix. This improvement results from a suitable (although somewhat laborious) approximation technique by m-dependent elds, which is quite di erent from that used in 9, 10] and 12]. Theorem 7.1. If is a stationary Poisson process with intensity and (7.4) is satis ed, then (^ (? 1 ; W n ); : : : ;^ (? k ; W n )) converges in distribution as n ! 1 to a Gaussian centred random vector ( 1 ; : : : ; k ) with the covariances E i j = 2 (? i ? j ) , 1 i; j k , given by (7.2).
Proof. We only need to consider the univariate case k = 1 for some xed ? = ? 1 After straightforward calculations similar to those leading to (7.2) followed by some obvious estimates we obtain jCov(X In view of our moment assumptions (7.4), it follows from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that the right-hand side tends to zero as m ! 1 .
Next we estimate the covariances occurring in s It is often important to extend geometric functionals onto the convex ring R . There are two standard ways of doing this, see 21, 25] . The rst is the additive extension given by
The resulting functionals on R are additive, but can be negative for j d ? H K i (?; W n 1 j n;j6 =i K j ) : (8:5) gives a kind of extension of H ( ) (?; W) for any F 2 R such that F = n i=1 K i . Unfortunately, in general, this extension does depend on the decomposition of F as the union of convex sets. Indeed, for any convex F we can get F (?; W) = 0 by using the trivial representation F = F F . However, as it will be shown, such a situation is not possible if F is a realization of a germ-grain models satisfying rather weak assumptions. Thus, the curvature measure admits integral representation (3.9).
In the following we give conditions to hold the identity (8.6) in case of the germ-grain model Theorem 8.2. Let = P i:i 1 X i be a stationary second-order point process satisfying (2) red ( ) j j , i.e., its second-order reduced moment measure is absolutely continuous 
Thus, In this section we consider only Boolean models. In this case the Poisson germ process is determined by only one parameter (the intensity ), while for the typical grain the mean values of geometric functionals are usually estimated.
The most severe di culty in statistics of the Boolean model is caused by overlappings of the grains. One of standard estimation techniques for the Boolean model uses the following idea 18, 22, 26] . Take a geometric functional of the typical grain (if the grain is convex, then one of the intrinsic volumes is a possible choice). Then extend it onto the convex ring and compute its spatial intensity. This empirical spatial intensity is then plugged into an equation related its theoretical counterpart to and the parameters of the typical grain. For example, the volume fraction is equal to p = 1 ? expf? E jZ 0 jg , which allows to estimate E jZ 0 j after replacing p by its empirical counterpart.
This procedure is known as the methods of moments in statistics of the Boolean model, see 17] . The details depend on the chosen functionals and the way of their extension used in this procedure. We will use the positive extension, which is closely related to random measures given by (3.7) .
According to what has been said, the statistical estimation begins with the choice of the measure H K ( ) on ; B( )] . This measure is used to de ne the random measure associated with the underlying Boolean model. (9:5) where u 1 ;u 2 is de ned in (7.6), and In statistical applications it is necessary to be able to observe (?; W) in order to make further calculations with the corresponding estimators. Most of the interesting examples appear in the case when U is the unit sphere S d?1 in R d , and H admits an integral representation such that the points`(u; Z i ) n i are observable. Unless otherwise stated the typical grain Z 0 is supposed to be almost surely compact and convex. Then`(u; Z i ) can be the tangent point of Z i in the direction u 2 S d?1 . Fortunately, the tangent points are observable inside the interior of the window W and these points may occur on the boundary of W only with probability zero. Example 9.4. Let H K ( ) admit integral representation (3.9) with Z 0 concentrated at a single point u 2 U such that Z 0 (fug) = 1 . Then H K ( ) is a probability measure on given by H K (?; W) = 1 W (`(u; K)) ; u 2 ? : Therefore, the ith term in (3.7) is 1 if and only if`(u; Z i + X i ) 2 W n i . The latter means that the speci c point,`(u; Z i + X i ) , of the ith grain is exposed, i.e., not covered by the grains (Z j + X j ) with j 6 = i . Then, for all ? 3 u , (?; W) is equal to the number of exposed speci c points lying in W , i. Therefore, it is possible to estimate the intensity of the Boolean model using the spatial intensity of (or the intensity of the point process of exposed tangent points). Furthermore, Lemma 4.2 gives moment measures for the point process of tangent points, and Corollary 9.2 yields a central limit theorem for the empirical estimator of the intensity of this point process. In this case (9.7) implies To estimate the expected value of k Z 0 (u) one should use an estimator of (e.g., based on counting of tangent points). For instance, if the grain is a random ball of radius , then all moments of (and also all expectations E f( )) can be estimated. Example To give a geometric interpretation of the measure in the planar case remember that two convex planar sets X i + Z i and X j + Z j may be either disjoint or have their boundaries intersected at two points (these sets may touch with probability zero). Then 2 (S d?1 ; W)
gives the number of such points in W (resulted from (X i + Z i ) \ (X j + Z j )) generated by pairs of grains which are also exposed (not covered by X k + Z k with k 6 = i; j).
Clearly, it is possible to consider also vector-valued measures H K ( ) . In fact, many results can be generalized also for the germ-grain model Z generated by a not necessarily independently marked point process. Unfortunately, in this case formulae for the variances are getting incomprehensible.
The crucial point of the developed technique is the representation of the measure as the sum of contributions of exposed parts of the grains. Roughly speaking, this means that other grains only determine which part of the given grain contributes to the sum. This excludes possibilities to consider additive extensions of intrinsic volumes of orders j = 0; : : : ; d ? 2 . Indeed, the additively extended intrinsic volumes, V j (F) , F 2 R , are de ned by an analogue of (8.1), so that their values depend on the angles of intersections of the convex sets which give F as the union-set. For instance, it is not possible to obtain the Euler-Poincar e characteristic as a special case of the measure given by (3.7).
